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FIESTA BARRA
By Archirivolto Design

It´s based on entertainment places like those we can enjoy in summer holidays, for
example, the beach… The purpose of these entertainment places, along with their beauty
and the incessant mobility of their waves, are what inspire the author of the FIESTA bar,
with a simple and functional line, modular but also usable as a single piece. A bar like this
reminds us the freedom with which we lived the joyful days of our youth, when beaches
weren’t covered with people until the last grain of sand, where we could play football
without provoking anybody to anger. In fact one of the shapes it can form is the circle,
the symbol of pureness, a recall to the ancestral shapes, devoid of useless frills.
Nevertheless, a fiesta is not eternal, so what remains us to do is to keep it alive at least
within ourselves, if only with the aid of a beautiful bar.

View online: https://www.vondom.com/products/56001

Features

Description

Made of polyethylene resin by rotational moulding.100% Recyclable. Item suitable
for indoor and outdoor use. Available in different finishes.

Weight

54.44 Kg

Combinations

Finishes

BASIC

Ref. 56001

Matt Polyethylene

LACQUERED

Ref. 56001F

Lacquered Polyethylene

RGBW LED DMX

Ref. 56001D

Unit with internal lighting with RGBW LED technology and remote
control unit for switching colors. Also controlLED by DMX-1024
(wireless), enabling communication between one or more products
simultaneously via the DMX transmitter (not included).

https://www.vondom.com/products/?product=56001
https://www.vondom.com/designers/archirivolto-design/
https://www.vondom.com/products/?product=56001
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LIGHT

Ref. 56001W

White internally lit unit with LED technology. Available only in matte
ice white finish.

RGBW LED

Ref. 56001L

Unit with internal lighting with RGBW LED technology and remote
control unit for switching colors. Available only in matte ice white
finish. Remote control included.

RGBW LED BATTERY

Ref. 56001DY

Unit with internal lighting with battery-powered RGBW LED
technology. Includes charger and remote control for switching
colors and charger. Available only in matte ice white finish.

TEMPERED GLASS

Ref. 56001C

Security temperate Glass, board thickness 10 mm

COLOR BASIC LACQUERED /
LACADO LUZ

ICE             
WHITE             
BLACK             

BRONZE             
STEEL             

ANTHRACITE             
RED             

PISTACHIO             
ORANGE             

KHAKI             
NAVY             

TAUPE             
PLUM             
ECRU             
BEIGE             

CHAMPAGNE             

Optional

SHELVES

2-HPL Flat shelf set. Black or white edge.

FULL WHITE

Solid surface. Highly resistant and long lasting. Made with high
performance resins and minerals.

STAINLESS STEEL

Stainless steel

PACK SOUND BLUETOOTH SYSTEM

Link your smartphone or tablet to the sound system via Bluetooth.

8-wheels set.

8-wheel set with lock

TEMPERED GLASS

Safety Tempered glass – 10 mm
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FIESTA BARRA CURVA
By Archirivolto Design

It´s based on entertainment places like those we can enjoy in summer holidays, for
example, the beach… The purpose of these entertainment places, along with their beauty
and the incessant mobility of their waves, are what inspire the author of the FIESTA bar,
with a simple and functional line, modular but also usable as a single piece. A bar like this
reminds us the freedom with which we lived the joyful days of our youth, when beaches
weren’t covered with people until the last grain of sand, where we could play football
without provoking anybody to anger. In fact one of the shapes it can form is the circle,
the symbol of pureness, a recall to the ancestral shapes, devoid of useless frills.
Nevertheless, a fiesta is not eternal, so what remains us to do is to keep it alive at least
within ourselves, if only with the aid of a beautiful bar.

View online: https://www.vondom.com/products/56002

Features

Description

Made of polyethylene resin by rotational moulding.100% Recyclable. Item suitable
for indoor and outdoor use. Available in different finishes.

Weight

60.44 Kg

Combinations

Finishes

BASIC

Ref. 56002

Matt Polyethylene

RGBW LED DMX

Ref. 56002D

Unit with internal lighting with RGBW LED technology and remote
control unit for switching colors. Also controlLED by DMX-1024
(wireless), enabling communication between one or more products
simultaneously via the DMX transmitter (not included).

https://www.vondom.com/products/?product=56002
https://www.vondom.com/designers/archirivolto-design/
https://www.vondom.com/products/?product=56002
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LACQUERED

Ref. 56002F

Lacquered Polyethylene

LIGHT

Ref. 56002W

White internally lit unit with LED technology. Available only in matte
ice white finish.

RGBW LED

Ref. 56002L

Unit with internal lighting with RGBW LED technology and remote
control unit for switching colors. Available only in matte ice white
finish. Remote control included.

RGBW LED BATTERY

Ref. 56002DY

Unit with internal lighting with battery-powered RGBW LED
technology. Includes charger and remote control for switching
colors and charger. Available only in matte ice white finish.

TEMPERED GLASS

Ref. 56002C

Security temperate Glass, board thickness 10 mm

COLOR BASIC LACQUERED /
LACADO LUZ

ICE             
WHITE             
BLACK             

BRONZE             
STEEL             

ANTHRACITE             
RED             

PISTACHIO             
ORANGE             

KHAKI             
NAVY             

TAUPE             
PLUM             
ECRU             
BEIGE             

CHAMPAGNE             

Optional

SHELVES

2-HPL Flat shelf set. Black or white edge.

FULL WHITE

Solid surface. Highly resistant and long lasting. Made with high
performance resins and minerals.

STAINLESS STEEL

Stainless steel

PACK SOUND BLUETOOTH SYSTEM

Link your smartphone or tablet to the sound system via Bluetooth.

8-wheels set.

8-wheel set with lock

TEMPERED GLASS

Safety Tempered glass – 10 mm
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FIESTA BARRA 120cm
By Archirivolto Design

It´s based on entertainment places like those we can enjoy in summer holidays, for
example, the beach… The purpose of these entertainment places, along with their beauty
and the incessant mobility of their waves, are what inspire the author of the FIESTA bar,
with a simple and functional line, modular but also usable as a single piece. A bar like this
reminds us the freedom with which we lived the joyful days of our youth, when beaches
weren’t covered with people until the last grain of sand, where we could play football
without provoking anybody to anger. In fact one of the shapes it can form is the circle,
the symbol of pureness, a recall to the ancestral shapes, devoid of useless frills.
Nevertheless, a fiesta is not eternal, so what remains us to do is to keep it alive at least
within ourselves, if only with the aid of a beautiful bar.

View online: https://www.vondom.com/products/56023

Features

Description

Made of polyethylene resin by rotational moulding.100% Recyclable. Item suitable
for indoor and outdoor use. Available in different finishes.

Weight

52 Kg

Combinations

Finishes

BASIC

Ref. 56023

Matt Polyethylene

LACQUERED

Ref. 56023F

Lacquered Polyethylene

LIGHT

Ref. 56023W

RGBW LED

Ref. 56023L

Unit with internal lighting with RGBW LED technology and remote
control unit for switching colors. Available only in matte ice white
finish. Remote control included.

RGBW LED DMX

Ref. 56023D

Unit with internal lighting with RGBW LED technology and remote
control unit for switching colors. Also controlLED by DMX-1024
(wireless), enabling communication between one or more products
simultaneously via the DMX transmitter (not included).

https://www.vondom.com/products/?product=56023
https://www.vondom.com/designers/archirivolto-design/
https://www.vondom.com/products/?product=56023
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White internally lit unit with LED technology. Available only in matte
ice white finish.

RGBW LED BATTERY

Ref. 56023Y

Unit with internal lighting with battery-powered RGBW LED
technology. Includes charger and remote control for switching
colors and charger. Available only in matte ice white finish.

COLOR BASIC LACQUERED /
LACADO LUZ

ICE             
WHITE             
BLACK             

BRONZE             
STEEL             

ANTHRACITE             
RED             

PISTACHIO             
ORANGE             

KHAKI             
NAVY             

TAUPE             
PLUM             
ECRU             
BEIGE             

CHAMPAGNE             

Optional

SHELVES

2-HPL Flat shelf set. Black or white edge.

STAINLESS STEEL

Stainless steel

PACK SOUND BLUETOOTH SYSTEM

Link your smartphone or tablet to the sound system via Bluetooth.

8-wheels set.

8-wheel set with lock

TEMPERED GLASS

Safety Tempered glass – 10 mm
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